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All the water and air on Earth

Howard Perlman, USGS; globe illustration by Jack Cook, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (ｩ); Adam Nieman



Forests 8000 BC

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/aqa_pre_2011/evolution/humansrev4.shtml



Forests 2000 AD

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/aqa_pre_2011/evolution/humansrev4.shtml









“The Perfect Storm” by 2030
Former Government Chief Scientist 

Sir John Beddington 2009

‘Nexus’



“The Perfect Storm”

Climate change



“The Perfect Storm”

Climate change  Resource depletion



“The Perfect Storm”

Climate change  Resource depletion Economic chaos



Almost all of the Earth’s heat comes from the sun

Without the sun Earth would be a frozen desert



The sun delivers more energy to Earth in 
one hour 

than humanity consumes in 
one year

The sun delivers 
1,000 times more energy in heat and light 

than 7 billion people consume

http://web.mit.edu/professional/short-programs/courses/solar_energy.html

http://2greenenergy.com/2012/09/30/how-much-energy/



The Greenhouse Effect

The sun emits high amounts of energy, which travels as short wave radiation (an 
analogy would be high-pitched sound). The earth is cool, so emits long wave 

radiation, containing less energy. Short and long wave radiation behave differently 
when encountering greenhouse gasses.



Solar ‘forcings’ change slowly over milennia



Historic climate change 
is

Either very very slow in response to long solar cycles, and ‘wobbles’ in the Earth’s 
orbit = slow ecological evolution. (Solar cycles suggest slight cooling now) 

Or very rapid due to eruptions or meteor strikes = rapid ecological revolution, 
including major extinction events

Current climate change
is

Rapid - but not due to eruptions / meteor strikes



In spite of volcanic activity, CO2 cycle has been fairly regular for 600,000 years

TEMPERATURE
Historic CO2 rise followed (therefore caused by) warming /climate change

Current CO2 rise anticipates (therefore causing) warming / climate change



The ‘Hockey Stick’ (Michael E Mann 1998). Attacked by ‘Climate Gate’ bloggers
Investigated and vindicated by numerous enquiries 

data from tree rings, ice cores historical records etc measured



But, they say.. 

“it hasn’t warmed at all since 1998”

Aka 

“The Pause”



Can we tell if the tide is going in or out just by measuring waves on the beach?



Deep ocean heating 
not measured
until recently



http://climatechangepsychology.blogspot.co.uk

Changes:

Increased heat = more energy = more turbulence

Less temperature differential between poles and Equator

= changing jet stream (s) and other systems eg El Nino

Some areas hotter & drier  - others (inc UK?) cooler & wetter

Less predictability, more extreme weather

Arctic ice loss / ‘albedo’ effect 

Antarctic land ice loss = sea ice gain



http://www.wrsc.org/sites/default/files/images/2010/CO2_per_capita_per_country.png

What’s causing it? 

Carbon emissions per person



Why so much C02? 

Consumption of resources per person (including food)                 Carbon Maps Link



Who is at risk?



2050 if 4o Warmer



Food and Security 
Food Prices vs Social Unrest

September 2012: FPI = 216
Slide from Tim Benton Global Food Security UoL and TRUG

Food Riots



Efficient Food Production



Efficient Food Production

or is it?



Efficient Food Production

Natural food-growing requires

• Sunlight - for photosynthesis

• Carbon dioxide (clean air, with not too much wind)

• Clean water (but not too much)

• Healthy soil - nutrients, soil food web (worms, fungi etc)

• And pollinators!

But this is VERY weather-dependent

and the weather is changing...



Efficient Food Production

High yields can be achieved ‘artificially’
using factory processes (chemicals, polytunnels, lights etc)

but these

• cost money

• use resources (oil, phospherous, fertilizer, etc.)

• degrade the environment (pollution, soil damage, wildlife displaced etc)

• emit carbon (food miles, food processing, farm chemicals etc)

• and even factory farms usually rely on nature’s pollinators

The most resilient food production system is Nature
So - the more natural we can make it the better?



We grow enough to feed 10 billion

There are only 7 billion on the planet (for now)

But we waste One Third of what we produce

and increasingly grow biofuels instead of crops, rain forest or 
other vital natural vegetation



If food waste was a country, it would be the third biggest greenhouse 
gas emitter behind the U.S. and China, at 3.3 billion tonnes of CO2

1/3rd of all food produced is wasted



Benton

Livestock = 18-51% of Greenhouse gases
FAO / Worldwatch Institute

1.9 billion adults are overweight
of these 600million are obese

1 billion suffer from undernutrition
99% are in developing countries



Resource and regulatory squeezes:
Fuel peak oil - farm machinery, creation of agrichemicals esp. nitrogen fertilisers
Peak water
Peak land
Phosphate peak phosphorus - (possibly only 20 years left)
Pesticides pollinator crisis (Colony Collapse Disorder etc)

Other Constraints

Benton

Cost–benefit	analysis	
highlights	that	the	
environmental	costs	
of	all	N	losses	in	
Europe	(estimated	at	
€70–€320	billion	per	
year	at	current	rates)	
outweighs	the	direct	
economic	benefits	of	
N	in	agriculture.	
(European	Nitrogen	
Assessment	2010)



The Net Result

Worldwatch Institute http://blogs.worldwatch.org/nourishingtheplanet/rising-food-prices-and-social-unrest/





Where	do	we	get	our	food?

UK Food Consumption = over 3000c per day
Needed approx 1,500

www.coolgeography.co.uk



Location	of	Fresh	Produce	Tesco	December	2009



Source: Grievink, 2003



Problems
| for exporting country | in transit | and for importing country |

Exporter: Losses as per Importer, also loss of energy, nutrients and embedded water

Transport: Food miles (aka whole life impact/costs; emissions, fuel use, pollution)

Importer: No resilience, loss of biodiversity/cultivars, jobs and skills

vis:
Punjab is the bread basket of India (internal export). 

In the 1960's it solved the nation's food shortage by achieving the highest yields per acre of 
wheat production. Punjab rice and wheat accounts now for 50 % of the food the government 
buys to feed more 400 million people.

However the water table, once near the surface is now 30m deep, falling to 80m in some areas, 
and dropping by an average of 1m per year.
Water in Punjab is estimated to be 98% depleted.

Punjab Tribune / Financial Express



Biodiversity / Ecosystem Services

UK National Ecosystem Assessment 2011
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or what nature does for us that we take for granted)

Health and Wellbeing



Food Resilience

We need to 

• Reduce food miles - glow locally and import thoughtfully

• Change the existing food system - local is not enough 

• Minimise environmental damage - grow naturally

• Maximise benefits - wellbeing, jobs, communities

biodiversity, carbon capture, rainfall retention etc.



i.e. grow food wherever we can


